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“Bits and pieces put together to present a semblance of a whole”
~ Lawrence Weiner
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L O O K I N G  closely
at anonymous subjects
in found photographs
to jog collective memories
and point at gestures
bodily traces of complexity
connectedness
or just a quiet moment
where nothing monumental
is really happening
A pause for distance
A pause for discernment
There is no real difference
Between
nothingness and spectacle




opaque tones  
crisp  clear  light
2T I M E
is disguised
when people















7The C R O P P E D  cut
on a found image
is a microscopic mark
that frames sub stories
and adopts motivational
responsibility



























S H A D O W S
obscure
time and space













When relied for support,











I N T I M A C Y
of one who is
vulnerable        




S I L E N C E   
is not mute
it listens.....





























clean & even light
and records
its own shallow space
as a frame
34














C O N T R A S T
in the dark
one can let go
and notice
a spectacular show
of day breaking 
light
38
H A L F  T O N E  
an optical illusion























C O N T R A
D A N C I N G
Oregon  2011
Let go by your lover
grabbed by another
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L O O K I N G  closely
at anonymous subjects
in found photographs
to jog collective memories
and point at gestures
bodily traces of complexity
connectedness
or just a quiet moment
where nothing monumental
is really happening
A pause for distance
A pause for discernment




“Better than a thousand hollow words, is one word that brings peace.”
~ Buddha
